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The Book of Will Lauren Gunderson 2018-06-18
Chronicles of England, Scotland and Ireland (2 of

Without William Shakespeare, we wouldn’t have

6): England (2 of 12) William Rufus Raphael

literary masterpieces like Romeo and Juliet. But

Holinshed

without Henry Condell and John Heminges, we
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would have lost half of Shakespeare’s plays

Early comedies. Poems. Romeo and Juliet

forever! After the death of their friend and mentor,

Geoffrey Bullough 1957

the two actors are determined to compile the First
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Folio and preserve the words that shaped their

possible, and significant extracts provided from

lives. They’ll just have to borrow, beg, and band

longer works such as Ovid's Metamorphoses.

together to get it done. Amidst the noise and

Since many of the reprinted texts are based on

color of Elizabethan London, THE BOOK OF

the Elizabethan editions highly regarded at that

WILL finds an unforgettable true story of love,

time, this collection also serves as a valuable

loss, and laughter, and sheds new light on a man

anthology of prose and verse. A critical

you may think you know.

introduction to the sources of each of the plays

The Plays of Shakespeare: Venus and Adonis

explains the significance of the reprinted texts,

William Shakespeare 1904

and appraises the influence each had on

Narr&Drama Srce Shakespeare V3 2004 First

Shakespeare's writings. Each volume in the

published in 2004. Routledge is an imprint of

series contains a selective bibliography. The

Taylor & Francis, an informa company.

Narrative and Dramatic Sources is an essential

Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare

resource for all scholars of Shakespeare and

1958

Elizabethan literature.

Narr&Drama Srce Sahakespeare Geoffrey

The Comedies William Shakespeare 2000 Here

Bullough 2013 First published in 2004. Routledge

are the most treasured works in all of literature:

is an imprint of Taylor and Francis, an informa

William Shakespeare's timeless plays. Each of

company.

these handsome, collectible volumes contains the

Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare

complete, unabridged versions of all of these

1960

wonderful dramas, organized by genre. "The

NarrDrama Srce Shakespeare Geoffrey Bullough

Comedies" features Much Ado About Nothing. A

2004-11

Midsummer Night's Dream and other classics:

Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare:

Published in time for the holiday season, this

The Roman plays: Julius Caesar. Antony and

well-priced collection makes these literary

Cleopatra. Coriolanus Geoffrey Bullough 1957

masterworks accessible to everyone.

Shakespeare's writing is filled with ideas, images,

Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare

plots and characters borrowed or interpreted from

1964

other dramatists and poets. This work gathers

Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare

together the sources and traces the relationship

Geoffrey Bullough 1957

of these texts to Shakespeare's dramatic and

Narrative & Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare

poetic works. Whole texts are included wherever

Geoffrey Bullough 1966
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things Shakespearean, gives her a unique

William Shakespeare 1964

perspective on the Shakespeare authorship

Narr&Drama Srce Shakespeare V8 2004 First

mystery. Dr. Feldman lives in Pasadena,

published in 2004. Routledge is an imprint of

California with her husband and two children. This

Taylor & Francis, an informa company.

is her first book. If William Shakespeare wrote the

Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare

Bard's works... Who wrote the Shakespeare

Geoffrey Bullough 1964

Apocrypha? During his lifetime and for many

Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare

years afterwards, William Shakespeare was

Geoffrey Bullough 1975

credited with writing not only the Bard's canonical

Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare:

works, but also a series of 'apocryphal'

Vol. 06: Other Classical Plays Titus Andronicus,

Shakespeare plays. Stylistic threads linking these

Troilus and Cressida, Timon of Athens and

lesser works suggest they shared a common

Pericles, Prince of Tyre G. Bullough 1966

author or co-author who wrote in a coarse, breezy

Narrative & Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare

style, and created very funny clown scenes. He

Geoffrey Bullough 1960

was also prone to pilfering lines from other

The Apocryphal William Shakespeare Sabrina

dramatists, consistent with Robert Greene's 1592

Feldman 2011-10 Sabrina Feldman manages the

attack on William Shakespeare as an "upstart

Planetary Science Instrument Development Office

crow." The anomalous existence of two bodies of

at the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Born and

work exhibiting distinct poetic voices printed

raised in Riverside, California, she attended

under one man's name suggests a fascinating

college and graduate school at the University of

possibility. Could William Shakespeare have

California at Berkeley, where she enjoyed the

written the apocryphal plays while serving as a

wonderful performances of the Berkeley

front man for the 'poet in purple robes, ' a hidden

Shakespeare Company, studied Shakespeare's

court poet who was much admired by a literary

works for a semester with Professor Stephen

coterie in the 1590s? And could the 'poet in

Booth, and received a Ph.D. in experimental

purple robes' have been the great poet and

physics in 1996. She has worked on many

statesman Thomas Sackville (1536-1608), a

different instrument development projects for

previously overlooked authorship candidate who

NASA, and is the former deputy director of JPL's

is an excellent fit to the Shakespearean glass

Center for Life Detection. Her scientific training,

slipper? Both of these scenarios are well

combined with a lifelong love of literature and all

supported by literary and historical records, many
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of which have not been previously considered in

characters borrowed or interpreted from other

the context of the Shakespeare authorship

dramatists and poets. This work gathers together

debate.

the sources and traces the relationship of these

Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare:

texts to Shakespeare's dramatic and poetic

Vol. 01: Early Comedies, Poems, Romeo and

works. Whole texts are included wherever

Juliet G. Bullough 1957

possible, and significant extracts provided from

Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare:

longer works such as Ovid's Metamorphoses.

Vol. 07: Major Tragedies, Hamlet, Othello, King

Since many of the reprinted texts are based on

Lear, Macbeth G. Bullough 1973

the Elizabethan editions highly regarded at that

Narrative & Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare

time, this collection also serves as a valuable

Geoffrey Bullough 1964

anthology of prose and verse. A critical

Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare:

introduction to the sources of each of the plays

The Roman plays: Julius Caesar. Antony and

explains the significance of the reprinted texts,

Cleopatra. Coriolanus Geoffrey Bullough 1957

and appraises the influence each had on

Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare:

Shakespeare's writings. Each volume in the

Henry VI, Richard III, Richard II. XVI, 512 p. IV.

series contains a selective bibliography. The

Later English history plays: King John, Henry IV,

Narrative and Dramatic Sources is an essential

Henry V, Henry VIII. XIV, 534 p. V. The roman

resource for all scholars of Shakespeare and

plays: Julius Caesar, Antony and Cleopatra

Elizabethan literature.

Coriolanus. XIV, 567 p. VI. Other "classical"

Later English History Plays Geoffrey Bullough

plays: Titus Andronicus. Troilus and Cressida.

1975

Timon of Athens, Pericles, Prince of Tyre. XIV,

Narr&Drama Srce Sahakespeare Geoffrey

578 p. VII. Major tragedies: Hamlet, Othello, King

Bullough 2013 First published in 2004. Routledge

Lear, Macbeth. XVI, 553 p. VIII. Romances:

is an imprint of Taylor and Francis, an informa

Cymbeline, The winter's tale, The tempest. XIV,

company.

421 p Geoffrey Bullough 1966

Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare:

Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare:

The comedies, 1597-1603 Geoffrey Bullough

Other "classical" plays: Titus Andronicus. Troilus

1957

and Cressida. Timon of Athens. Pericles. Prince

Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare

of Tyre Geoffrey Bullough 1957 Shakespeare's

Volume 1v Later English History Plays; King John,

writing is filled with ideas, images, plots and

Henry 1v, Henry V, Henr G. Bullough
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Bullough 2013 First published in 2004. Routledge

Vol 1, Ed. by G. Bullough William Shakespeare

is an imprint of Taylor and Francis, an informa

1961

company.
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1973

Geoffrey Bullough 1958

Shakespeare's Common Prayers Daniel Swift

Three Classical Tragedies William Shakespeare

2012-11-22 A fascinating and highly original

2009-08-26 Titus Andronicus * Timon of Athens *

exploration of Shakespeare's great overlooked

Coriolanus Each Edition Includes: Comprehensive

source, the Book of Common Prayer

explanatory notes placed on pages facing the text

British Drama 1533-1642: A Catalogue Martin

of the play Vivid introductions and the most up-to-

Wiggins 2013-06-20 The third volume of a

date scholarship Clear, modernized spelling and

comprehensive reference work detailing every

punctuation, enabling contemporary readers to

play written by a British author during the English

understand the Elizabethan English Completely

Renaissance. The years covered in this volume

updated, detailed bibliographies and performance

saw the start of Shakespeare's career as a

histories An interpretive essay on film adaptations

dramatist.

of the play, along with an extensive filmography

Shakespeare's Originality John Kerrigan 2018

Titus Andronicus This, Shakespeare’s earliest

This compact, engaging book puts Shakespeare's

tragedy, is also his bloodiest and most horror-

originality in historical context and looks at how

filled. A Roman general, to appease the spirit of

he worked with his sources: the plays, poems,

his dead son, sacrifices the son of a captive Goth

chronicles and romances on which his own plays

queen—and sets in motion a remorseless cycle of

are based.

revenge and counterrevenge. The play’s vivid

Shakespeare's Wordplay Professor M M Mahood

spectacle of violence stuns audiences with rape,

2003-09-02 `Professor Mahood's book has

murder, mutilation, and unmitigated cruelty. Timon

established itself as a classic in the field, not so

of Athens This stark drama—in some ways

much because of the ingenuity with which she

Shakespeare’s most bitter play—is a brilliant

reads Shakespeare's quibbles, but because her

psychological portrait of a wealthy Athenian lord

elucidation of pun and wordplay is intelligently

whose extraordinary trust and love for others

related both to textual readings and dramatic

turns to hate and spite when, bankrupted by his

significance.' - Revue des Langues Vivantes

generosity, he is overwhelmed by the indifference

Narr&Drama Srce Sahakespeare Geoffrey

and ingratitude of those he had thought friends.
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Coriolanus The arrogance of a Roman military

relevant today, Shakespeare’s last tragedy—from

hero puts him in conflict with the people of Rome

its opening scene of popular unrest to its chilling

when the aristocrat is unwilling to compromise

climax of betrayal and murder—takes an

with the commoners he so despises. Compellingly

unwavering, ironic look at political extremism.
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